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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a Chatterbot that returns an answer relevant to a question submitted by a user.
We focus on non-English language, whose structure is more ﬂexible. This requires a new framework to analyze the question. Our
method divides the question sentence into triples, each of which is a combination of a noun, a particle, and a predicate. Expecting
intelligent response to the question, we introduced the topic map which associates the units to suitable answers. In order to absorb
the variant of particle usage, we applied cluster analysis to questions in Yahoo! Answers to group particles.
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1. Introduction
Recently, Siri for iOS and Cortana for Windows Phone attract our attention as digital assistants. Excluding voice
recognition, they analyze input question sentences and return suitable answers for users’ queries. However, they
assume patterned word sequences as input commands. This requires users’ memory of the commands, and therefore
is not necessarily a user friendly user interface.
Moreover, there are previous studies that combine natural language processing techniques with ontology technol-
ogy to realize computer system for intellectual conversation.
For example, F. Agostaro et. al. 1 proposed the method based on the idea of Latency Semantic Analysis that
utilized cosine similarity of morpheme appearance in users’ queries and in knowledge base sentences. A. Augello et.
al. 2 proposed the tree structure that includes sentence structures in expected queries. There are chatterbot systems like
ALICE3, which utilize an ontology, Cyc4.
Most of these methods expected the rigid grammatical structure in users’ query sentences, and assumed patterns
of query sentences to ﬁnd answers. However, less rigid structured sentences can appear in users’ query, which is
in the style of spoken language. Especially, non-English languages, like Japanese, remarkably tend to have this
characteristic. For such cases, it is impractical to cover all patterns.
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Because of this background, we propose the method to select answers for users’ query, which allows various
expressions in the input queries. We apply dependency analysis to input sentences to extract their core parts, which
we call a triple. A topic map is utilized to associate the relationships of words to appropriate answers.
2. Method
2.1. Assumption about query inputs
• A single sentence input
There can exist various types of queries with various length, such as a question text in each entry of Yahoo!
answer, a single sentence to be input to Siri, Cortana and so on. In the former case, the text contains much
information like background, assumptions and the content of the quesion. This causes various expressions, and
makes it diﬃcult to ﬁnd desciption paterns to extract the information. In the latter case, though users need to
arrange the sentence that they want to input, it is easy to extract necessary information from it. In this study, as
the ﬁrst step, we assume the input to our chatterbot is a single sentence.
• Domain speciﬁc input There are many systems that assume domain independent input. For the purpose to
cover wide area of theme that users want to talk, domain independent input is more preferable than domain
speciﬁc input. However, in this study, we focus on discussion of the mechanism to extract essential information
contained in input and to search for a suitable response matching the information in a database. In order to
simplify our discussion, we limit ourselves to assume domain speciﬁc input.
2.2. How to ﬁnd an answer
Let us start to discuss what is an appropriate answer to the input. The forerunner chatterbot system, Elisa, and many
other chatterbots store sentences which was input by users in previous conversation to a database. The sentences are
used in other conversations if they are suitable response to users’ input. The systems were made under the assumption
that users input sentences that are usable under any context if there are common keywords contained in user inputs
and the stored sentences. However, users’ intension is important to associate the input sentences with the keywords
in the users’ mind during sentence consideration. Ignoring the intension, a chatterbot cannot provide a meaningful
answer. Moreover, users do not necessarily input sentences suitable as an output sentence. The collection of users’
input sentence will not give us consistency in answers. Because of these reasons, in this study, we used sentences
prepared in advance.
Other diﬃculty of previous systems is related to how to deal with users’ input. Since English sentences have
relatively strict structures, it is believed that the approach matching templates to the input is promising. However,
there are many variation to describe sentences that have the same meaning. This means it is diﬃcult to deﬁne a set
of templates that cover all of input sentences. This tendency is remarkable for non-English language, like Japanese
language. A subject in a sentence is usually omitted in the case that the subject is implicitly provided by a context.
Therefore, we did not adopt template matching strategy. In order to focus on the discussion from this viewpoint, we
assume that input language is Japanese hereafter.
Instead of the templates, we deﬁne more elementary structure, the relation of words included in an input sentence.
One of the simplest relationships is dependency relationships, which contain modiﬁcation relationships (¥it e.g. in
the phrase ”red ﬂower”, the meaning of ”ﬂower” is modiﬁed by ”red”), and the relations between a subject and a verb.
In Japanese language, most of these relationships are expressed as combinations of a noun, a particle and a verb.
For example, the Japanese sentence, “anata ha inu ga suki desu ka? (Do you like a dog?)”, contains the combinations,
“anata (you) - ha - suki (like)” and “inu (dog) - ga - suki (like)”. In this example, ”ha” and ”ga” are particles, ”ha”
indicates a subject and ”ga” indicates an object in this case.
Another example is “akai kuruma no nedan ha ikura? (How much is the price of the red car?)”, which contains
“akai (red)- kuruma (car)”, “kuruma (car)- no (of) - nedan (price)” and “ nedan (price) - ha - ikura (how much)”.
As can been seen, other patterns are a pair of an adjective and a noun, and the combination of a noun, “no(of)” and
another noun.
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Based on these observations, the atomic unit carrying intension information can be expressed as a triple:
t = (wmodi f ying, p,wmodi f ied), (1)
where wmodi f ying is a modifying word, p is a particle and wmodi f ied is a word whose meaning is modiﬁed by wmodi f ying.
If wmodi f ied is a verb or an adjective, wmodi f ying is a noun or a adverb. In the case wmodi f ying is adverb, p is null. Other
major rules of triples are shown in Table1.
In practice, a triple compatible to the lowest rule in Table1, ( verb/adjective, null , noun), is converted to the one
whose wmodi f ying and wmodi f ied are exchanged to make it compatible to the rule, where the particle is null. The reason
is that this exchange makes it easier to match triples in input sentences.
Table 1. Major rules of triples.
wmodi f ying p wmodi f ied
noun particle verb/adjective
adverb null verb/adjective
noun “の no”(of) noun
verb/adjective null noun
In order to associate a set of triples to an answer, we assume that more than one supposed input sentences assigned
to each answer sentence. Then, from the supposed input s, a set of triples can be obtained as
s→ T (s) = (t1, t2, · · · tn). (2)
After the set is obtained, we need to deﬁne the map to answers. Since there are supposed inputs {s(i)} associated to
an answer sentence a, the corresponding triples t(i)j in T (s
(i)) for each s(i) can be associated to a. Because the triple t(i)j
might be found in other supposed inputs, it is not necessarily associated to a single answer sentence but to multiple
answer sentences. In other words, we can deﬁne the function which maps a triple t to a set of answer sentences A:
f : t → A. (3)
Utilizing this function, we need to obtain an answer sentence candidate set A that should be returned to a user.
Since the candidate sentence should be associated to as many triples as possible in supposed input sentence, the setA
can be deﬁned as:
A = {a|a ∈ A =
⋂
t∈T
f (t) ∧ A  φ ∧ max
T⊂T (s)
|T |}. (4)
2.3. Application of topic maps
Reminding that a triple describes an association of two words, wmodi f ying and wmodi f ied, it is preferable to employ a
topic map, which manages concepts and things as topics and their relations as associations.
In order to make our discussion simple, we limit ourselves to the rule, ( noun, particle , verb/adjective). From the
deﬁnition of a topic, a noun should be assign to a topic. Moreover, we designed an answer sentence to be a topic,
since it should be associated to the noun, which is a topic in a target topic map.
Even if a noun is same, a suitable answer sentence needs to be changed depending on the verb/adjective. In other
words, the verb/adjective bridges the noun and the answer. From this viewpoint, a verb/adjective needs to be an
association.
A particle can change the meaning given to the pair of a noun and a verb/adjective. This means that the particle
deﬁnes the role played by the noun in the association of the verb/adjective.
Based on these, we deﬁned the correspondence relations between wmodi f ying , p , wmodi f ied and a topic, an association
role, an association in a topic map. The ﬁgure which illustrates our method is given in Fig.1.
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Fig. 1. A sample structure of our topic map
2.4. Particle replacement
In the method to obtain the candidate set A in Section 2.2, we took account of a particle in a triple. Particles in
Japanese language complement the meaning of its preceding noun. The point we need to care is that most of particles
have plural meanings and that there are particles having the same meanings depending on a context. This many-to-
many relationship between particles and their meanings is another reason why simple template approach to ﬁnd an
answer to user does not work well for Japanese language.
For example, the sentences,
• 応援に行く [Ouen (help) ni (for the purpose of) iku (go) ] “I go help someone.”,
• 東京に行く [Tokyo ni (to) iku (go) ] “I go to Tokyo.”,
• 早急に行く [Soukyu (hurry) ni (in) iku (go) ] “I go in a hurry.”,
contain triples whose particle is “ni” and verb is “iku”. Obviously, the diﬀerence comes from the nouns just before
the particles. Depending on the nouns, the roles of the particle “ni” can change, such as indication of a purpose, a
destination and a state. This causes because of the ambiguity of particles’ meaning.
Another example is the sentences having the same meaning, “where is the laboratory?”,
• 研究室はどこにありますか? [Kenkyushitu (laboratory) ha doko (where) ni ari (exists) masu ka?]
• 研究室ってどこにありますか? [Kenkyushitu (laboratory) tte doko (where) ni ari (exists) masu ka?]
• 研究室がある場所はどこ? [Kenkyushitu (laboratory) ga aru (exist) basho (place) ha doko (where) ?]
which contain the triples:
• (kenkyushitsu, ha , aru) ,
• (kenkyushitsu, tte , aru) ,
• (kenkyushitsu, ga , aru) .
They share the same meaning, despite of minor nuance diﬀerence in the particles.
Moreover, the examples
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• 弟を呼ぶ [Otouto (brother) wo yobu (call) ] “I call my brother.”,
• 弟が呼ぶ [Otouto (brother) ga yobu (call) ]“My brother call me.”,
shows that there are the cases particles change the meaning of triples. This occurs because the particle “ga” usually
follows a subject in a sentence and “wo” its object.
From these examples, we can see that the combination of a noun, a particle and a verb is essential to maintain the
meaning which a user want to express.
As for the second example, if we deﬁne groups of particles who have similar meanings, we can standardize the
expression by replacing the particle to the standard one in the same group. In order to realize this idea, we applied
clustering algorithm to the way how particles are used in triples. Since clustering algorithm requires the deﬁnition
of distance between particles, we utilized vector space model whose vector represents the frequency distributions
of wmodi f ied coappearing with a particle. We expected that, if the wmodi f ied frequency distributions (or the wmodi f ied
frequency vectors) for two particles are similar, we can regard the particles are used in similar manner. The wmodi f ied
frequency vectors are deﬁned as:
φ(p) = ( f pw1 , f
p
w2 , f
p
w3 , · · · , f pwn )T (5)
and their cosine,
cos θ(p, q) =
φ(p) · φ(q)
|φ(p)||φ(q)| (6)
gives the similarity value of particles p and q. In order to apply clustering algorithm, we deﬁned a distance,
d(p, q) = sin2 θ(p, q) = 1 − cos2 θ(p, q). (7)
In order to ﬁnd clusters of particles, we downloaded 8838 question part entries of Yahoo! Questions in Yahoo!
Japan, extracted units from them, and generated wmodi f ied frequency vectors for particles. Using d(p, q) deﬁned above,
we applied Hierarchical agglomerative clustering with Ward’s criterion. In this study, we focused on frequently
appearing particles, and limited the ones that appeared more than 1000 in this study.
The resultant dendrogram is shown in Fig.2. Since our deﬁnition requires the distance d(p, q) between each particle
to be less than 1, we set the threshold separating clusters to be 1. This leads ﬁve clusters, whose characteristics are as
follows:
• Particles to indicate an instance (って tte,とか toka,か ka,など nadom,は wa,では　dewa) etc.
• Particles to indicate the theme in question (について nitsuite,についての nitsuiteno) etc.
• Particles to indicate an object (を wo) , location (で de,から kara,まで made) and timing (ので node,て te,
に ni) etc.
• Particles to indicate an object to be diﬀerentiated from something or what is said, thought or heard (と to,とは
toha)
• Particles associated to adjectives or nouns (の no,や ya,へ he,より yori)
The thing we need to notice is the ambiguity of particles’ meaning. For example, the particle “より(yori)” can indicate
a starting position and a reason. From this viewpoint, it can be exchangeable with “から(kara)”. However, it can also
indicate an object to be compared, which the particle “から(kara)” is not used for. Therefore, in order to realize high
precision of particle standardization, it is ideal to ﬁnd clusters in a context-conscious way. However, in this study,
we expect that the dendrogram in Fig.2 reﬂects on this situation (in the dendrogram, “より(yori)” and “から(kara)”
respectively belong to diﬀerent clusters) and that triples with unsuitable replacement of particles will not match in our
topic map, since we generate entries therein from supposed input sentences that are normally interpretable.
Utilizing these clusters, we replace a particle in a triple, if it does not match topic map entries. In such a case,
let πi(p) (i = 1, 2, · · · , ) are particles, then triples (wmodi f ying, πi(p),wmodi f ied) are candidates to match the topic map
entries.
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Fig. 2. The obtained dendrogram of particles.
2.5. Omission of a particle and scoring of obtained answers
Besides the particles, there is another origin of the variation of expression. In fact, words such as nouns, particles
and verbs in a sentence can be omitted if it is clear.
For example, the Japanese sentence “海(umi)行く(iku)?” contains only the noun, “umi” (sea), and the verb “iku”
(go) but a particle is omitted after the noun. Since it is clear that sea is destination, though the particle is implicit, a
Japanese reader infers that the particle is “ni” and its full sentence is “海に行く?(Do you go to the sea?)”.
In other case, in the context that someone goes on a trip, a person might ask him that “海(umi)に(ni)? ( to the
sea?)”. In that context, it is obvious that the question asks whether he will go to see or not and the word go is
implicitly mentioned. Though it is hard to imagine the implicit word without such a context, we can understand the
talker want to say something about the sea as a destination.
If there is omission of words in a sentence, the corresponding triple lacks its elements. Thus, in order to ﬁnd an
answer to the question with word omission, we need to improve our method to accept such triples. In order to realize
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this, we introduced a wild card “#’ ’that is assigned to the lack words and matches any word. Namely, the sentence
“海(umi)行く(iku)?” has the triple (umi, #, iku) and “海(umi)に(ni)?” has (umi, ni, #).
Moreover, there are the cases not exact match of a triple but its partial match gives acceptable answers. since such
answers have some relationships to the triple. , even if there is no lack word, we generated triples whose elements are
replaced to the wild card. Since only a particle does not give any information in the case both a noun and a verb is
wild card, we ignored the triples in the type, (#, p, #).
Lack of words decrease information in a question but increase matches to entries. This means that too many wild
cards can cause unsuitable matches. In order to prevent them, we also introduced a score of matched triples which is
higher if the triple has less wild cards. In concrete, we assigned 1 to the element that is not a wild card in a matched
triple. For example, if the triple (umi, ni, iku) matches, its score is three, if (umi, #, iku), the score is two, and, if (umi,
#,#), the score is one. Let s(t) denote the score of a triple t. Then, we can measure how tightly connected an answer
is to a question. Namely, the more the sum of s(t, t′) for triples t in the question sentence matching triples t′ in the
supposed question of an answer, the more tightly related the answer is.
First, we deﬁned the identity function, deﬁned as:
δ(e, e′) =
{
0 (e = e′ ∨ e = “#′′)
1 (e  e′) (8)
where e is an element in a triple in a question and e′ is an element in a triple in a supposed question for an answer.
Using this, we can formulate s(t, t′),
s(t, t′) =
∑
i,ei∈t,e′i∈t′
δ(ei, e′i), (9)
where ei and e′i are the i
th elements (i = 1, 2, 3) in the triple t and t′ respectively.
We can formulate this as follows:
aˆ = argmax
a
∑
t′∈I(t),t∈q,t′′∈Q(a)
s(t′, t′′), (10)
where q is a question input by a user, I(t) is a set of triples induced by replacement of the particle, and Q(a) is a set of
supposed questions of an answer a.
3. Experiments
3.0.1. Method
In this study, we proposed the method to ﬁnd an answer whose associated triple not only exactly match triples in
a question sentence, but also partially match them. In order to clarify how well our method works, we estimated the
validity of the resultant answer to the questions input by subject and relevance of them. In this study, we deﬁned that
validity is the extent the subject felt the output is a suitable answer to his/her input and that relevance is the extent the
output has information related to the input.
We asked each of subjects (8 undergraduate students and 3 graduate school students) to input 10 questions that
high school students or low grade students are expected to input. After the input, we conducted questionnaires which
ask them the validity and relevance of answers by ﬁve level Likert scale method.
The target data was the topic map generated from 200 pairs if the answers and their corresponding supposed
questions. Their main theme was about moods, the number of students and research topics etc. in the author’s
laboratory. Half of the target data were duplicated answers and questions so as to absorb variation of expressions.
3.0.2. Results and discussions
We obtained 100 input sentences and the questionnaire responses for their system output for 10 subjects. We
excluded the responses given by one subject, who misunderstood our Likert scales.
Investigating the result, we found our method could not ﬁnd answers for 41 questions. As for 33 questions, the
contents of the input questions are diﬀerent from those of the supposed questions. As for four questions, improper
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replacement of a particle, “とは(toha)” caused wrong output. In this case, the particle was replaced to a particle in
the same cluster, “と(to)”, but, since it was used to raise an associated noun as a topic of conversation, it should be
replaced to “は(wa)” or “って”. As for other questions, replacement to synonyms or similar expressions was not
enough.
From these results, besides addition of more answers and their supposed questions, it is found that we need to
improve our method to replace particles or expressions. Especially, as for particle replacements, our method did not
take account of the type of nouns like human, thing, place, time and so on. Since the way particles are used can change
depending on the type, we will investigate possible replacement of particles and improve our method taking account
of the types.
Figure 3 shows the correlation between the validity and the relevance of the answers presented to the subjects. Its
sizes of circles and the numbers next to them represent the frequency of responses. From this ﬁgure, we found that:
• Twenty three out of 59 answers received 4 or 5 points for both validity and relevance. In the case of receiving 5
point, the input sentences were almost same as supposed questions for the answers. On the contrary, 19 answers
received 1 or 2 points for both validity and relevance. In this case, only a noun or a verb in a sole triple matched.
• Except for one case, the obtained value of relevance was less than the value of validity.
Since answers were found, some of triples in the input question matched to the entries in the topic map. However,
matches of only a sole word mean that there were only weak relationships between the questions and the answers,
which can be the origin to provide inappropriate answers to the subjects. The relation of the values of relevance and
validity shows the fact that, if an answer is valid, it has relationship to its question, but that, even if the answer is
related to a question, it is not necessarily valid. This also suggests we need to limit high relevant answers to satisfy
necessary condition.
Moreover, we have dealt with triples independently and dealt with lack of a noun and lack of a verb equally.
Maximization of the sum of s(t) to obtain a best answer reﬂects this. However, combination of triples can have
signiﬁcant meaning especially in the case when on of the triples contains interrogative. In addition, in many cases,
lack of a noun more aﬀects on the information held by a triple than lack of a verb.
Therefore, in future works, we will improve our method to introduce relation strength to exclude the presentation
of such too weakly related answers. Additionally, we will introduce weight assigned to types of words and assigned
to combinations of triples.
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Fig. 3. Correlation between validity and relevance of outputs.
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4. Conclusion
In this study, we proposed the method for a chatterbot to ﬁnd blocks carrying meaningful information, triples,
and search appropriate answers by means of a topic map. Our target language was Japanese as an illustration of
non-English natural language processing chattybots.
Since a particle in Japanese can have plural meanings and most of them can exchangeable, we applied clustering
algorithm to their usage patterns and found ﬁve clusters for the frequently used ones. Though, in Japanese grammar,
there exist some traditional categories of particles, we did not use them, since it is useful for interpretation only in the
case the category is known in advance.
As a result, it is found that our method returned an answer for about 88% of input questions except for the case the
topic map does not have appropriate answers and returned valid answers for about 40% questions.
Therefore, in future works, we will improve our method to prevent the presentation of irrelevant answers, and
will introduce weight assigned to types of words and to combinations of triples to take account of their inﬂuence on
relevance of answers.
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